PICO Technologies (PT) is a member of PICO Energy Group. PICO Energy Group has an established Well Testing business unit that provides Surface Well Testing to high profile E&P clients across the globe in The Middle East and Mexico. Expanding in USA market under the umbrella of PICO Technologies, thus concentrating on South and West Texas market.
PT has the equipment, technology that meets the American Petroleum Institute (API) standards as well as the experienced personal; thus, allowing the company to provide a high quality service in a safe environment with the most competitive price to gain a remarkable U.S. market share.

SURFACE WELL TESTING SERVICES

Reliability, Precision, Commitment, Partnership

RESOURCES

SUPERIOR RESOURCES TOOL BOX INCLUDES:

- Top of the notch Fleet of Equipment Sets – New and Latest Technology
- Blend of Energetic Talented Engineers Plus Experienced Professional Personnel
- Sharing Knowledge and Tech. Data with Our Client – One Team Philosophy
- Innovative ideas to achieve Maximum benefit for our client
- Advance Preventive Maintenance Programs
- HSE Oriented Operation Standards
- Continuous Technical Education and Schools for our Personnel
SCOPE OF WORK

COVERING FULL RANGE OF WELL TESTING OPERATIONS, PICO OFFERS:

• Flow Back and Clean-up, Pre. & Post Frack Jobs.
• Production Testing Services on Various Well Pads
• Exploration and Appraisal Well Testing
• Trailer Mounted Testing
• Well Monitoring
• Early Production Facilities
• Sampling
• Data Acquisition and Analysis
• G-10

EQUIPMENT

PICO PROVIDES A VARIETY OF SURFACE WELL TESTING (SWT) EQUIPMENT OPTIONS INCLUDING (but not limited to):

• Frac and Choke Manifold(s)
• Hydraulic Choke(s)
• 3 Phase Horizontal and 4 Phase Test Separator(s)
• Trailer Mounted Package(s)
• Plug Catcher(s)
• Sand Separator/Trap(s)
• Indirect Line Heater(s)
• Flare Stack(s)
• Wireless Data Acquisition and Monitoring System(s)
• Sampling Bottle(s)
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